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SANKALCHAND PATEL COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, VISNAGAR

Department of Computer Engineering and Information Technology
A Seminar on

“CAREER GUIDANCE AFTER GRADUATION.”

Target Audience: Student of B.E Semester IV & VI (CE/IT)
[110 Students]

Date: 29th February 2016, Monday
Time: 10:00 am to 11:00 am
Place: Techset Hall, A-Wing near Library, SPCE, Visnagar.
Mr. Shekhar M Ukande is a BCS, MBA.

He has more than 15 years of experience in field of education. He had started his career with working with PSU and eventually turned up to his passion of Marketing and counseling in education industry like Animation, Pre-school & School CA, CS, GATE etc.

His strength lies in very strong knowledge and student connect all over the place. is a versatile and prolific education expert and has been expert in career counseling for students since last 10 years.

He has also conducted various career building seminars on Interview skills, Resume writing and Group Discussion in Gujarat.

He is associated with GATEFORUM Company which is today involved in teaching various students in centers based in Rajkot, Ahmedabad, Baroda, VV nagar and Mehsana. His strong skills in leadership and people management are well recognized by various colleges in the region and he is in demand for his excellent knowledge of the subject.
Glimpse Of the Event
Expert explains about the scope for CE and IT students
Discussion about preparation of GATE Examination
Thank you!